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Abstract

Recombining known primitive concepts into larger novel combinations is a quintessentially human cognitive capability. Whether large neural models in NLP acquire this ability while learning from data is an open question. In this paper, we look at this problem from the perspective of formal languages. We use deterministic finite-state transducers to make an unbounded number of datasets with controllable properties governing compositionality. By randomly sampling over many transducers, we explore which of their properties (number of states, alphabet size, number of transitions etc.) contribute to learnability of a compositional relation by a neural network. In general, we find that the models either learn the relations completely or not at all. The key is transition coverage, setting a soft learnability limit at 400 examples per transition.

1 Introduction

Systematic compositionality is a hallmark of human language (Hockett, 1959; Chomsky, 1957; Montague, 1970; Partee, 1995). It is arguably a requirement for any model to call itself a model of language or to achieve human-like natural language understanding. For instance, English speakers reading the Jabberwocky (Carroll, 1871) comprehend that the adjective \textit{slithy} composes with the plural noun \textit{toves} to form the noun phrase \textit{slithy toves}, without having a clear understanding of what either the word \textit{slithy} or \textit{toves}—let alone their composition—means. This ability allows humans to describe a complex environment using a limited number of primitives (in the case of language, words or morphemes). In cognitive science, whether neural networks can acquire such behavior has been debated for over 30 years (Fodor and Pylyshyn, 1988; Marcus, 1998).

In recent work, researchers have analyzed sequence-to-sequence model performance on small, controlled datasets in order to draw conclusions about the inherent limitations of neural models to acquire systematic compositionality (Lake and Baroni, 2018; Hewitt et al., 2020; Hupkes et al., 2020; Dankers et al., 2021). For instance, Lake and Baroni (2018) cast doubt on neural models’ ability to learn systematic behavior encoded in their toy SCAN dataset, but shortly thereafter, Bastings et al. (2018) demonstrate that an out-of-the-box sequence-to-sequence model could indeed master the task.

Rather than introducing another hand-crafted dataset, our approach combines elements from two linguistic traditions. On the one hand, we follow Montague’s assertion that there is no important theoretical difference between natural and artificial languages (Montague, 1970), and use artificial languages, which are more tractable, to test for systematic compositionality. On the other, we take lessons from the field of grammatical inference (de la Higuera, 2010; Rawski and Heinz, 2019), and evaluate neural sequence-to-sequence models on many, automatically generated artificial languages sampled from particular classes of functions—as is standard practice at grammatical inference competitions (Balle et al., 2017).

In this paper, we study the class of string functions encoded by subsequential finite-state transducers (SFST), a restricted class of general finite-state transducers, which encode rational relations (Mohri, 1997). We sample arbitrary SFSTs to generate many different string-to-string datasets, and evaluate the behavior of neural sequence-to-sequence models when learning them. By controlling the properties of the SFSTs we sample from, we are able to make precise statements about the learnability of systematic phenomena.

Empirically, we find that neural sequence-to-sequence models are capable of learning SFSTs from finite data. Moreover, we observe an interesting tendency for neural models to either generalize correctly or to fail, with little middle ground. Our analysis suggests that an explanation for this behavior lies in whether or not the training data has
We argue that determining whether neural networks exhibit systematic compositionality is fundamentally equivalent to asking whether neural networks are capable of learning rule-based behavior.

2 Learning Finite-State Transductions

We argue that determining whether neural networks exhibit systematic compositionality is fundamentally equivalent to asking whether neural networks are capable of learning rule-based behavior.

2.1 Montague’s Compositionality

Montague famously inspired the use of mathematical definitions of what it means to be compositional—specifically, a function is compositional if it is a homomorphism, or has structure preserving mapping between an input and an output algebra (Andreas, 2019). In the context of string-to-string maps, a function that preserves concatenation is a homomorphism. To make this notion more formal, let $\Sigma$ and $\Gamma$ be a pair of alphabets. Making use of string concatenation $\circ$, we can construct monoids $(\Sigma^*, \circ)$ and $(\Gamma^*, \circ)$ where the identity element is the empty string $\varepsilon$. In this context, a function $f : \Sigma^* \rightarrow \Gamma^*$ is a homomorphism if it obeys the following two conditions:

1. $f(x \circ y) = f(x) \circ f(y)$ for all $x, y$ in $\Sigma^*$
2. $f(\varepsilon) = \varepsilon$

As we will see, deterministic transducers naturally encode a homomorphism between two alphabets. Therefore, we test compositional ability of a neural network by training it to learn string-to-string maps encoded by a transducer.

2.2 Why Learn Finite-State Transductions?

Our study focuses on learning a particular kind of transductions. A subsequential finite-state transducer is a transducer that is deterministic with respect to the input tape. By construction, subsequential transducers are functional, i.e., the string-to-string relations they encode are functions. An alphabet $\Sigma$ is a finite, non-empty set of symbols; let $\Sigma^*$ be all strings over $\Sigma$, including $\lambda$, the empty string. A subsequential finite-state transducer (SFST) for an input alphabet $\Sigma$ and an input–output alphabet $\Gamma$ is a tuple $T = \langle Q, q_0, Q_f, \delta, \sigma, \omega \rangle$, where $Q$ is the set of states, $q_0 \in Q$ is the (unique) start state, $Q_f \subseteq Q$ is the set of final states, $\delta : Q \times \Sigma \rightarrow Q$ is the
transition function, \( o : Q \times \Sigma \to \Gamma^* \) is the output function, and \( \omega : Q_f \to \Gamma^* \) is the final function. We define the reflexive, transitive closure of \( \delta \) and \( \Sigma \) if \( v \) is a matrix \( B \) |

tic process. For a given a set of states \( Q \) |
directed graphs from the following stochastic process. For a given a set of states \( Q \) with \(|Q| = N\) and an input alphabet \( \Sigma \), we sample a matrix \( B^{(\sigma)} \in \mathbb{B}^{N \times N} \) for each \( \sigma \in \Sigma \) where \( \mathbb{B} = \{0, 1\} \). During sampling, we additionally enforce the constraint that there be at most one non-zero entry in every row vector \( b_i^{(\sigma)} \). This constraint ensures that the resulting SFST is subsequential (or input deterministic) by construction. We sample uniform at random over this space of matrices that satisfy this constraint. In terms of the semantics, if the entry \( b_{ij}^{(\sigma)} = 1 \), it means our generated SFST has a transition from state \( q_i \xrightarrow{\sigma} q_j \) with input symbol \( \sigma \). Then, for every transition \( q_i \xrightarrow{\sigma} q_j \) in our generated SFST, we sample its output symbol \( \gamma \) from a uniform distribution over the output alphabet \( \Gamma \). This results in a transition \( q_i \xrightarrow{\sigma/\gamma} q_j \). Finally, to get a canonical representation for particular SFSTs, we minimize it (Choffrut, 2003). Minimization also ensures that we have created thousands of different and unique SFSTs—i.e., that we are not doubly sampling. A state in a finite-state transducer is accessible if there exists a path from the initial state to that state in the machine. A state is co-accessible if there is a path from it to a final state. To create interesting SFSTs, we additionally enforce both accessibility and co-accessibility. Testing for accessibility and co-accessibility is easily achieved with a depth-first search. In order to ensure our sampled SFSTs satisfy these two constraints, we reject those samples that violate this constraint.

### 3 Experimental Methods

We evaluate whether neural sequence-to-sequence models can learn our generated SFSTs, and how they compare to the traditional symbolic learners.

#### 3.1 Data

Here, we discuss the creation of the datasets we use to investigate the learnability of the regular relations. Our input alphabet consisted of a finite set of numbers; we set its size to a constant of 10. Half the time, we also add a special empty emission token \( \lambda \) (in our Python implementation,
–1) to the output alphabets to see if it affects the neural models learnability of the SFST.

We first generate 100 unique datasets using SFSTs where the number of states ranges from 10 to 100 in increments of 10. We further generate 100 unique datasets using SFSTs with states ranging from 21 to 39. In total, we experiment with 2000 unique datasets. However, using the sampling method, one can generate an arbitrary number of SFSTs and, concurrently, datasets, to various specifications as desired.

To generate the input–output pairs for our experiments, we randomly walk through the SFST. We define a parameter for the chance that a given state will emit a final symbol, and set it to 10%. This provides some diversity to the sequence length within computational limits of the GPU. Following Lake and Baroni (2018), the maximum number of steps is set to 50. We continue to walk the SFST until we collect 20,000 unique input-output pairs. We further double the dataset size to 40,000 for SFSTs with 21 to 39 states, since we observe the accuracy drop-off in this region. All datasets are randomly split 80–20 into training and test sets.

All particular states and transitions (i.e., single connections between precisely two states) are seen by the model during training. This means that coverage of both the states and transitions for all datasets is 100%. Recall though, that all sequences are unique, because the path through the states via the transitions is determined by random walk. Table 1 shows some example transductions.

3.2 Neural Sequence-to-Sequence Models
We train neural encoder-decoder models in the style of Bahdanau et al. (2015), using bi-directional LSTMs with a tanh activation function and a global attention mechanism. Attention allows the decoder to selectively “attend” to the encoder’s hidden states by learning a set of weights. These weights map the decoder’s current state to another set of weights for timesteps in the input. Attention then concatenates the current decoder hidden state, i.e. the weighted combination of all encoder hidden states, to yield a new current decoder state. This way, the decoder can pull information directly from the encoder by learning an alignment between the output and input representations.

We use the following hyperparameters; 200 dimensional encoder and decoder with 2 layers, maximum gradient clipping normalization of 5, dropout of 0.5 and batch size 64. Our alphabet tokens are embedded as 100 dimensional vectors. Just like Lake and Baroni (2018), we run the model for 100,000 steps. Unlike them though, we rely on the neutral transducer code base from Wu and Cotterell (2019) which uses the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with the default learning rate of 0.001. When we report results for larger LSTM models, this is the effect of changing only the dimensions of the encoder and decoder, both to 300 dimensions, and keeping all the other hyperparameters the same as the smaller models.

3.3 OSTIA
The onward subsequential transducer inference algorithm (OSTIA; Oncina et al. 1993) inductively
learns the class of subsequential functions from positive presentations of input-output strings, OSTIA works by first building a prefix-tree transducer of the training data, which is then transformed through a series of state-merging operations into the SFST encoding the function the data is drawn from. If a characteristic sample is contained in the learning data, OSTIA finds a correct transducer in polynomial (cubic) time. Since OSTIA is designed specifically with SFST in mind, we wanted to see how it compares to the neural models above and set a baseline with it. Unfortunately, OSTIA’s cubic nature makes learning from large datasets like ours very time intensive. To speed up the process, we limit the number of samples we provide to OSTIA to 1000, only 10% to 5% of what the neural transducers obtain. This keeps OSTIA’s run time roughly equivalent to its neural counterparts.

4 Results

Training over many datasets enables us to make the following observations about how different SFST properties affect the learnability of a compositional language.

Minimum Transition Coverage. Figure 1 reveals a threshold on the number of samples per transition required to comfortably learn the transducer: It is about 400 samples. This may seem unsurprising given neural networks’ “notorious thirst” for data (Lake and Baroni, 2018). In the vast majority of cases, SFSTs that do not meet this threshold learn nothing. In the few cases where they manage to have non-zero accuracy, we observe that the earlier transitions in the SFST have attained reasonable coverage, leading us to believe that the coverage is the linchpin of learning SFSTs.

Number of States. Models’ ability to learn datasets depends on the number of states in the SFST (see Figure 2). There is a sharp drop-off around 20 states, decreasing exponentially as states grow linearly, until 40 states. From there on, models only achieve low accuracy. Our findings offer an explanation of why training on shorter sequences impedes the learnability of a dataset. For example, in Lake and Baroni (2018)’s and Ruis et al. (2020)’s length based experiments, where the task is to generalize to commands with longer action sequence, we hypothesize that shorter sequences correlate with lower coverage. We find that, indeed, splitting the datasets along length drops the coverage compared to a random split. This suggests that splitting datasets by length of sequences has little to do with systematicity, but a lot to do with coverage. We discuss this in further detail in §5.

Number of LSTM Hidden Units. We find coverage is only a soft limit. When we increase the memory size of the LSTM from 200 to 300 dimensions, the models can learn even those datasets that seemed previously unlearnable (see Figure 3, where the purple line is the average accuracy of 300 dimensional LSTM). Except the higher state coverage threshold, the trend these models follow is the same as for their lower dimensional counterparts.

Empty Transition. We explore another way of making a more difficult finite function: we allow the SFSTs to contain empty transitions $\lambda$ and test whether languages generated by SFSTs with empty transitions are harder by measuring the average accuracy over SFSTs with and without them. We find a 12% performance drop on the test set: SFSTs without empty transitions achieve 47% average accuracy versus 35% for SFSTs with an empty string. We therefore conclude that the empty transition does make inducing a SFST empirically harder for the models (see Figure 3, where the blue line is average accuracy without empty strings, and the yellow line is average accuracy with them).

OSTIA is Slow. In terms of wallclock time, we find that a open-source implementation of OSTIA\footnote{github.com/alenaks/OSTIA} does not scale to dataset sizes above 1000, for...
which it takes roughly 5 hours on Nvidia Tesla V100 GPU to complete a run on one dataset, about the same time it takes to train our neural models. With 1000 samples, OSTIA fails to get accuracy above 1%. In contrast, the neural sequence-to-sequence models reach almost 100%. On the one hand, reducing the size of the training dataset disadvantages OSTIA. On the other hand, providing OSTIA with the full 20,000 samples is unworkable, because it will run without converging for over 3 days on a single dataset. Given sufficient time and the function’s characteristic sample, OSTIA is guaranteed to learn the SFSTs perfectly, but in practice, it is too slow to use.

5 Discussion: The Learnability of SCAN

The empirical learnability of SFSTs appears to hinge on the transition coverage. In this section we discuss the SCAN language and the experiments conducted on it. First, we argue the transition coverage can explain some of the results observed over SCAN. Second, we cast SCAN as a SFST to reason why it is learnable despite the parameters of the SFST that encodes it would suggest otherwise.

Lake and Baroni (2018) find that training models on a random split of the SCAN dataset dramatically outperforms models trained only on short commands, i.e. the lengthwise split. While the best random split model achieves 100% accuracy, the best model trained on the lengthwise split achieves only 21% accuracy. Furthermore, the accuracy drops from 80% to zero between the 24th and 26th token of the models output. A situation similar to what we observe in Fig. 3.

Lake and Baroni (2018) explore two possible sources of this error, specifically decoder search failures and early terminations. However, they admit that neither seems to fully explain the performance chasm. In light of our work, the likely reason for the performance drop-off comes down to the lack of sufficient transition coverage necessary to learn the particular transitions enabling longer commands. Since the longer action sequences require mastering repetition inducing commands: twice, thrice, and, and after, we hypothesise that a providing sufficient coverage of these commands would dissolve the difference in accuracy between the lengthwise and random splits. In other words, we suspect the issue doesn’t reflect a neural network’s ability to learn systematic compositionality, but rather the lower coverage of SCAN commands which appear at the end of an input sequence.

We extend our analysis by encoding SCAN as a SFST and find that it far exceeds our maximum SFST size of 100 states—we estimate the full SFST for SCAN has 7,728 states. With a finite dataset size of 20,000 input–output pairs, SCAN should not be possible to learn with a high accuracy. However, unlike datasets of a similar size, it turns out that SCAN is nearly perfectly learnable in our (random-split) experiments. This naturally raises the question of what makes SCAN special. We find the answer within the structure of the SFST that encodes it. SCAN’s input alphabet includes primitive commands such as walk, turn, run, turn left and turn right among others. Each primitive command has a single accept state. Figure 4, shows a simplified transducer encoding of the primitive jump. Although the SCAN SFST has over 7,000 states, the majority of these states and the transitions between them are repeated. Qualitatively, SCAN has 23 states for encoding each primitive command connected by 50 transitions. While SCAN as a SFST would be very large, its core logic is not so complex. Two of SCAN’s design features in particular explain this: reversal and repetition.

First, the transduction in SCAN reverses the order of commands so that jump right turns into RTURN JUMP. Because of this reversal, the SFST encoding of SCAN cannot have a single encoding for all SCAN primitives. Each must be encoded separately, since the only transition in SCAN that can return anything is the one leading to the final state. Recall Figure 4, which encodes the basic logic of a single primitive such as jump, ignoring twice and thrice commands. We need four of these blocks, each with 40 states, to encode the four SCAN primitives or just above what we find comfortably learnable in our datasets.

Second, SCAN also has commands that allow for repetitions of sequences: twice, thrice, and, and after, which additionally reverse the input strings for output. Adding those primitives in will triple the number of states transitioning to the end state. For example, from state 2 in Figure 4, which encodes jump right we will need two more states transitioning from it, encoding jump right twice and jump right thrice. Repetition therefore expands the number of states per SCAN primitive to 24, putting it far above our empirically learnable threshold.

This effect is exacerbated with the commands and and after, where for every primitive in SCAN,
each transition connecting to the end state—10 in Figure 4—will have the whole SFST itself appended to its end, thereby multiplying the number of states each time. Since SCAN is learnable to a near 100% accuracy, we hypothesize that the LSTM must learn the repeated patterns between the different primitives, allowing models to learn SCAN despite it exceeding the ceiling of 40 states.

We lend some support to this hypothesis by including these special properties for random SFSTs in our datasets. We generate datasets with loops over the 20-state SFSTs, i.e., the largest feasibly learnable SFSTs. The loops add twice and thrice commands to each dataset, increasing the number of states in the SFST that generated them. We find no difference in learning these augmented SFSTs, demonstrating that sub-graph structures in the SFSTs indeed affect their learnability.

Therefore, we conclude that while SCAN’s design contains many repeated blocks (i.e., subgraphs), the ability of our neural models to learn a SFST depends on the complexity of the unique structure encoded by it, rather than these repetitions. Viewing SCAN through the lens of automata thus reveals the properties that enable the learnability of the finite language it encodes.

However, the case of SCAN also reveals that to predict ease of learning requires a concept of complexity that is not reflected in SFST state counts: the duplicated sub-graph structures. We hope future work will use our method and explore different types of automata to identify classes that robustly encode learnability, bringing us closer to understanding how neural models learn such functions.

6 Related Work

We build on two strains of research: the work on systematic compositionality and on grammatical inference. This section contextualizes our work.

6.1 Compositionality Datasets

There is a growing number of artificial language datasets focused on systematic compositionality. Lake and Baroni (2018) introduced a SCAN dataset, made up of simple navigational text commands. The task is to translate the command in the simple natural language into sequences of actions. One successor to SCAN is the NACS dataset (Bastings et al., 2018), which is comparable to SCAN, but instead of mapping multiple input signals to a single duplicated output symbol (e.g., walk twice → WALK WALK), NACS does the opposite (WALK WALK → walk twice). NACS is both theoretically more difficult, and has been shown to be empirically more challenging (for both GRU and RNNs with attention, Bastings et al. 2018). The same inversion method applied to the transducers in our datasets may result in non-deterministic (and thus non-subsequential) transductions, since deterministic SFSTs are not closed under inverse (Mohri,
Another successor is gSCAN (Ruis et al., 2020) which grounds SCAN-like commands in states of a grid world, closer to Mikolov et al. (2016)'s grid world grounding for their agents. gSCAN requires the agent to learn differences between sizes and colours of different geometric shapes and interact with them, by moving them around the grid world. Executing a gSCAN command is therefore much more difficult than to execute its SCAN counterpart. As Ruis et al. (2020) asserts, the gSCAN dataset removes artefacts in SCAN which are not central to the compositional generalization. They find that models perform worse on gSCAN than on SCAN.

Like the work above, we investigate systematic compositionality, but unlike the work above we generalise over the existing datasets by sampling from a well-defined class of patterns.

### 6.2 Grammatical Inference

Grammatical inference studies the general behavior of learning algorithms over classes of functions generated by varieties of automata, rather than the specific behavior of specific algorithms on specific functions. Our work focuses on the learning of a restricted class of functions generated by a correspondingly restricted class of finite-state transducers. This allows us to synthesize our study of compositionality in neural models as rule-based inference by neural models, which we can restrict in principled ways. Finite-state machines generalise many techniques in NLP: probabilistic finite-state automata, hidden Markov models, Markov chains, $n$-grams, probabilistic suffix trees, deterministic stochastic probabilistic automata, weighted automata, and other syntactic objects which generate distributions over sets of possible infinite cardinality of strings, sequences, words, trees, and graphs (Vidal et al., 2005). Many grammatical inference studies of neural networks test them on samples drawn from some deterministic finite-state acceptor (DFA) (Cleeremans et al., 1989), and some then use quantization, clustering, or spectral algorithms to partition the RNN state space into an extractable DFA (Giles et al., 1992; Eyraud and Ayache, 2020) (see Jacobsson 2005 for a review).

Other inference experiments using neural nets attempt to see if the regular boundary can be empirically crossed. LSTMs (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) can perform dynamic counting and variably learn simple counter languages such as some $k$-Dyck languages and $a^p b^n$ patterns (Weiss et al., 2018; Suzgun et al., 2019; Bhattacharaya et al., 2020; Hewitt et al., 2020), which are generated by a finite-state machine with a counter on top (Schützenberger, 1962). In contrast, Avcu et al. (2017) show that LSTM and other RNN architectures often fail to learn long-distance dependencies drawn from simpler sub-regular language classes, even on large benchmarks (Mahalunkar and Keller, 2019). Nelson et al. (2020) study the inference of sequence-to-sequence networks, showing that RNN, LSTM, and GRU (Cho et al., 2014) systematically fail to learn a wide range of regular string copying functions generated from a family of two-way transducers, which characterize regular string-to-string functions. When augmented with attention, they reliably learn every function, and the attention history mirrors the derivations of the corresponding two-way transducers. These independently productive strands of work in compositionality and inference suggest that our work is a reasonable starting point for future interactions.

### 7 Conclusion

We study if sequence-to-sequence models are capable of learning systematic compositionality. To do this we sample arbitrary SFSTs and generate thousands of unique string-to-string datasets. By knowing the structure of the underlying SFSTs we can observe which of the underlying factors affect the learnability of this class of languages. This allows us to make precise statements about the learnability of systematic phenomena by a neural network.

We showed that neural models are indeed capable of learning generalized systematic behaviour. Moreover, we find that neural models tend to either generalize completely or fail miserably, with little middle ground. We pin down the underlying cause as transition coverage. With this in mind, we can now reason about possible cause for a pronounced performance difference between random and lengthwise split observed on the SCAN dataset. We observe that the cause here is likely not due to the lack of systematicity, but rather the lack of transition coverage. We find that formalising a human designed finite language as a SFST can reveal factors affecting its learnability which would otherwise remain hidden. Specifically, repeating sub-graphs in its SFST encoding can lead to learnability of SFSTs with a much higher number of states, and a corresponding lower transition coverage, than one would expect from an average dataset.


